obtained best linear unbiased predictors (Henderson, 1984) of the additive effects for alleles at a marked quantitative trait locus (MQTL) and of the remaining portion of the breeding value. They used an animal model (AM; Henderson, 1984) Fernando and Grossman (1989) is : where y is an n x 1 vector of records, X, Z and W are n x p, n x n and n x 2n incidence matrices which relate data to the unknown vector of fixed effects !, the For r = 0.2, the matrix F is 2 x 4 and equal to :
The residuals e have E(s) = 0 and Var(e) = G c ufl. Fernando and Grossman (1989) showed that G«u fl is diagonal with non-zero elements equal to Var(e') = 2r(1 -r)(1 -fg)u' § and Var( E ü) = 2r(1 - (4) The matrices A P and G vP are the corresponding submatrices of A and G v that belong to parents. Equations (7) (10), when all nonparents have one record, by solving (n -s) independent systems of order 2. Using the predictors obtained from (7) and (10) Notice that individual 4 is inbred. A fixed effect was included and the matrix resulting from adjoining the incidence matrix X and the vector of observations y, ie [Xly] is :
Variance components used were (J! = 100, a § = 10 and Q! = 500 and r = 0.1. The matrices G u and G U are presented in Fernando and Grossman (1989).
First, solutions for AM were obtained. The coefficient matrix for AM is :
and the right-hand site vector is [445, 505, 235, 210, 250, 255, 235, 235, 210, 210, 250, 250, 255, There are 11 equations in the system for RAM (as compared to 14 in AM) since there is only 1 non-parent (individual 4) and Q is a scalar : 1.1136 = l+(0.5/oc,))+2[0.5(0.5) + (0.9) (0.1)]/<x,. The vector of right-hand sides for equations (7) is [445, 478.987, 349.494, 210, 364.494, 349.494, 349.494, 210, 210, 456.088, 272.899] 
DISCUSSION
The advantage of RAM over AM increases as both the ratio between the number of non-parents and the number of parents and the number of independent MQTL increase. Goddard (1991) Fernando and Grossman (1989) ( 0 .5a').
Both AM and RAM rest on knowing the variance components as well as the recombination rate between the marker gene and the QTL. As the latter parameter enters into the variance-covariance matrix of QTL effects in a rather complex manner, its estimation by the classical methods employed in animal breeding seems to be difficult, as discussed by Fernando (1990) .
When more than one MQTL is being considered, covariances between pairs of MQTL effects are likely to be non-zero due to linkage disequilibrium caused by selection (Bulmer, 1985) . Model (8) (Bulmer, 1985) (Fernando and Grossman, 1989), we can write : where w j is the column j of W N and g j is diagonal element j of G e . Now, w j has all its elements equal to zero except for a 1 in position j. Therefore, the matrix Wj w j g j has all elements equal to zero except for element j, j which is equal to g! .
The paternal and maternal MQTL additive effects of an animal are in consecutive columns of the matrix W (and W N ), w j and w j+l say, and these are equal. We then have : and W N G E WN is diagonal with non-zero elements equal to g! + g j+1 . Now, (g! +g!+1)!! = Var(eo)+Var(eo ) = 2r(I -r)(I -f,) + 2r(I -r)(I -f d ), where f, and f d are the inbreeding coefficients of sire and dam for the MQTL, respectively. The last equality follows from expressions (12a) and (12b) in Fernando and Grossman (1989 
